
CSC A08 F Midterm Test — Solutions Fall 2011

The next two questions involve the sound module that we used in the first assignment. At the end of the
test, you’ll find a list of the sound functions we learned about. Note that you may not need to use all of
them.

You may assume that the sound module has already been imported use the line import sound.

Question 1. [6 marks]

For each part of this question, you need to write a few lines of code. For all three parts, assume that the
variable snd has already been defined and refers to a Sound object.

Part (a) [2 marks]Calling functions
Write code to create a silent Sound of the same length as snd and assign it to the variable silent snd.

silent_snd = sound.create_sound(len(snd))

Part (b) [2 marks] Looping over a Sound
Write code that prints the value of the left channel of each Sample in snd, each value printed on its own
line.

for samp in snd:

print sound.get_left(samp)

or

for samp in snd:

left = sound.get_left(samp)

print left

Part (c) [2 marks]Conditionals in Loops
Write code that prints the index of each Sample in snd for which the left and right channels are equal,
each value printed on its own line.

for samp in snd:

if sound.get_left(samp) == sound.get_right(samp):

print sound.get_index(samp)

or

for samp in snd:

left = sound.get_left(samp)

right = sound.get_right(samp)

if left == right:

index = sound.get_index(samp)

print index
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Question 2. [5 marks]

Take a look at the following function definition for triple. The triple function will run without error,
but it does not do what the docstring says.

def triple(snd)

’’’Return a copy of Sound snd with the left and right channels tripled.

The original snd is unchanged.’’’

new snd = sound.copy(snd) # new line

for samp in snd n
¯
ew snd: # edited line

left = sound.get_left(samp)

right = sound.get_right(samp)

sound.set_left(samp, left * 3)

sound.set_right(samp, right * 3)

return snd new snd: # edited line

Part (a) [1 mark] Explain, in English, what is wrong with the triple function as written.

The original version of the function modifies the parameter snd instead of making
a copy and returning a new sound.

Part (b) [2 marks] In the space above, edit triple so that it performs as the docstring describes. You
may need to add additional lines or code and/or edit existing ones.

Part (c) [2 marks]Write the lines of code that will open a file called ’song.wav’, call triple (assuming
the errors have been fixed), and then play the new song (which will be three times as loud as the original).

sound.play(triple(sound.load_sound(’song.wav’)))

or

snd = sound.load_sound(’song.wav’)

new_snd = triple(snd)

sound.play(new_snd)
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Question 3. [7 marks]

Each of the parts of this question contain some lines of code containing print statements. You should write
the output from running these lines of code.

Part (a) [1 mark]
Code: Output:

print 3 / 4 0

Part (b) [1 mark]
Code: Output:

x = 10

y = x + 3

print x, y

10 13

Part (c) [1 mark]
Code: Output:

for char in ’toronto’:

if char != ’o’:

print char

t

r

n

t

Part (d) [1 mark]
Code: Output:

s = ’toronto’

print len(s)

print s[1]

print s[0] + s[2:]

7

o

trnto
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Part (e) [1 mark]
Code: Output:

a = [10, 20, 30]

z = a[0]

z += 1

print a

print z

[10, 20, 30]

11

Part (f) [1 mark]
Code: Output:

w = 0

for i in range(3):

w = w + i

print w

3

Part (g) [1 mark]
Code: Output

r = 4

while r > 0:

print r

r = r - 2

4

2
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Question 4. [6 marks]

Define the function add spaces, which takes a string, and returns a new string with a space added after
each character.

For example:
add spaces(’cscA08’) should return ’c s c A 0 8 ’

Note that there is a space after the final character in the original string.

Fill in the function definition below.

def add_spaces(S):

’’’Return a new string which contains all the characters of string S in the same

order, but with a space after each character.’’’

result = ""

for char in S:

result += char + " "

return result
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Question 5. [8 marks]

Part (a) [2 marks] Alphabetic characters are all the characters in
’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ’

Consider the string method isalpha:

S.isalpha() -> bool

Return True if all characters in S are alphabetic

and there is at least one character in S, False otherwise.

Write a call to isalpha which returns True:

"abc".isalpha() or S = "abc"

S.isalpha()

Write a call to isalpha which returns False:

"123".isalpha() or S = "123"

S.isalpha()

Part (b) [6 marks] Define the function isalpha list, which takes a list of strings, and returns True

if all the strings are alphabetic, False otherwise.

For example:

isalpha_list([’Ron’, ’Harry’, ’Hermione’]) # True

isalpha_list([’every’, ’string’, ’contains’, ’only’, ’letters’]) # True

isalpha_list([’1’, ’string’, ’contains’, ’numbers’]) # False

isalpha_list([’l33t’]) # False

Fill in the function definition below.

def isalpha_list(L):

’’’Return True iff all the strings in list L contain only alphabetic characters.’’’

for S in L:

if not S.isalpha():

return False

return True

or count = 0

for S in L:

if S.isalpha():

count += 1

if count == len(L):

return True

else:

return False
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